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Products



12m+

Vroom, vroom! These Vroom Cars are intentionally designed for easy 
grabbing, gripping and playing. Develop your imaginative thinking 
by incorporating the cars into other play scenarios, and explore fine 
motor skills while pushing, pulling and zooming the vehicles across 
various surfaces!

Product: cm  7 x 10.7 x 8.25
   inch 2.8 x 4.2 x 3.2

minimum 3
WHLS $13.75 | SRP $27.50/piece



2y+3628 Bread Set
Are you hosting family brunch, or are you preparing for a picnic 
in the park? Bring the Bread Set along with you to complete your 
meal! This playset includes a bagel, 4 detachable rolls, a pretzel, 
croissant, cuttable baguette, knife and fabric bag for storage.

Product: cm  2.9 x 5.4 x 9.3 (croissant)
   inch 1.1 x 2.1 x 3.7

minimum 2
WHLS $33 | SRP $66



3709 Handy Carpenter Set 
Whether you’re building, remodeling or repairing, the Handy Carpenter 
Set has every tool you’ll need for your project! Use the hand drill for 
installations, the hand saw for shaping wood, the claw hammer for 
setting materials into place, and other tools like the chisel and ruler 
to complete the job at hand. A handy wooden stand keeps all your 
tools in one place for easy access and portable use.

Product: cm  7.6 x 19.5 x 17
   inch 3.0 x 7.7 x 6.7

3y+

minimum 2
WHLS $33 | SRP $66



2y+5451 Tactile Stone
The Tactile Stones offer a wide range of opportunities for play! 
Complete with 24 stone pieces made from PlanWood™ that can easily 
be stored in a provided fabric bag, the set invites children to explore 
their sensory skills, sequence and pattern recognition, matching and 
categorizing skills and more. Experiment with the following activities: 
Matching Game, Memo Game, Matching Sequences, Stone Tracing, 
Line Drawing Practice, Stacking Game, or Blind Matching Game! 
These stones are also compatible with dough for imprinting and 
stamping. Playing cards are available for download online.

Product: cm  1 x 4.7 x 5 (stone)
   inch 0.4 x 1.9 x 2.0

minimum 3
WHLS $19.25 | SRP $38.50



3y+5452 Touch & Guess
You don’t need digital devices to explore foundational skills! The 
Touch & Guess playset helps bring children back to center with 
physical contact and interactive play. Complete with 4 wooden 
textured rollers, kids are invited to explore the different sensations 
that each one provides! Draw on a companion’s back and have them 
try to guess which roller you’re using or incorporate the rollers into 
other pretend-play scenarios of your choosing for added dynamic. 

Product: cm  Ø3 x 8 (wooden ball top with handle)
   inch Ø1.1 x 3.1

minimum 3
WHLS $16.50 | SRP $33



3y+Trains
6288 Classic Train
Choo, choo! The Classic Train is the ultimate addition to any rail set or transportation 
play scenario. Using the magnets, children can connect the trains for a more 
dynamic experience. 
A combination of solid wood and PlanWood™ give this set a unique feel, so kids can 
improve their sensory and fine motor skills. Compatible with PlanToys’ Road & Rail set.

Product: cm 3.7 x 20.0 x 4.7 | inch 1.6 x 7.9 x 1.5

6289 Cargo Train
Choo, choo! The Cargo Train is a wonderful addition to any rail set or transportation 
play scenario. Connect the three trains together by using the magnets, and don’t 
forget to pack up your cargo in the provided cargo slots! A combination of solid 
wood and PlanWood™ give this set a unique feel, so kids can improve their 
sensory and fine motor skills. Compatible with PlanToys’ Road & Rail set.

Product: cm 3.7x 19.8 x 4.6 | inch 1.6 x 7.8 x 1.8

6290 Hybrid Train 
Choo, choo! The Hybrid Train is an electric addition to any rail set or transportation 
play scenario. Using the magnets, children can connect the trains for a more 
dynamic experience. A combination of solid wood and PlanWood™ give this set 
a unique feel, so kids can improve their sensory and fine motor skills. Compatible 
with PlanToys’ Road & Rail set.

Product: cm 3.7 x 20.0 x 4.2 | inch 1.6 x 7.9 x 1.7

minimum 4
WHLS $16.50 | SRP $33/Train



2y+4644 Animal Puzzle Game
This wooden Animal Puzzle Game comes complete with an elephant, 
rhino, penguin, gorilla, orangutan, panda and leopard. These animals 
need your help finding their correct home on the puzzle board! Are you 
able to piece the animals together correctly? This game particularly 
assists children in their imaginative thinking, hand-eye coordination, 
problem-solving skills and concentration ability.

Product: cm  1.7 x 17.5 x 17.5 (board)
   inch 0.7 x 6.9 x 6.9

minimum 3
WHLS $22 | SRP $44



3y+4645 Finding Penguin Game
Help the penguin family stay intact and safe from the giant iceberg 
and their predators! This strategic game encourages kids to use 
their critical thinking and problem-solving skills to solve the puzzle. 
Complete with a game board, orca, seal, iceberg, 3 penguins, 9 
puzzle pieces and 15 challenging playing cards.

Product: cm  18.5 x 22.5 x 2 (board)
   inch 7.2 x 8.8 x 0.7

minimum 3
WHLS $22 | SRP $44



12m+Push Along Bunny
Hop alongside this happy bunny! With a soft touch and an energetic 
design, children can easily grab and play with these push-along 
bunnies and incorporate them into imaginative play scenarios. 
Through play, kids also develop fine motor skills and gain exposure 
to cause-and-effect relationship.

Product: cm  6.5 x 12.5 x 9.3
   inch 2.6 x 4.9 x 3.7

minimum 3
WHLS $11 | SRP $22/piece
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